ORIGINAL SHADE &
ORIGINAL ARCH SHADE

CUSTOMIZATION & CRAFT GUIDE
CHECK OUT REDISHADE.COM
FOR TUTORIALS, VIDEOS & FAQ'S

APPLYING FABRIC
Want to add a fun pattern or complementing solid to your living
space? Apply fabric to customize your shade.
YOU WILL NEED:
-1 Original or Original Arch shade
-3 yards of fabric
-fabric glue or double sided tape

TIPS FOR APPLICATION:
-To make refolding pleats easier after application, use a lighter
weight fabric
- Smooth the pleats horizontally when flattening the shade to
ensure wrinkleless fabric application
- Work pleat by pleat so the fabric covers the entire surface of the
shade

After flattening shade, cut material
allowing for 1/2" on both sides and
the bottom of the shade
Apply light coat of adhesive to shade and work
in small sections, smoothing until the entire
shade has been covered

Finish top edge by applying double
sided tape or fabric glue, then fold over

Finish bottom edge of fabric, trim excess from
the edges, then install shade as directed
Using the finished edge and adhesive,
align and apply material to top edge
of shade

APPLYING FABRIC

APPLYING PAINT
Need to match a color in your space? Want a quick way to transform
your shade? Apply paint and customize it the way you want.
YOU WILL NEED:
-1 Original or Original Arch shade
-Spray paint (we used Rustoleum
Ultra Cover in Vintage Blush)
-Drop cloth or newspaper

TIPS FOR APPLICATION:
- Bring a sample of your wall and trim paint when selecting paint
for your shade to be sure the colors work together
- Apply spray paint in a well ventilated area
- Apply spray paint horizontally across the pleats, then vertically
up and down the pleats, to cover evenly and avoid patchiness
- Our small shade took nearly the entire bottle of spray paint so we
would recommend purchasing two bottles to be safe

After covering work surface, flatten shade
as much as possible

Apply paint and allow to dry completely

Refold shade's pleats by pressing firmly
along creases

Install shade as directed

APPLYING PAINT

APPLYING DECO TAPE
Deco tape can add a festive and fun touch to any shade! Apply
repositionable borders and designs easily.

YOU WILL NEED:
-1 Original or Original Arch shade
-1 roll of deco/Washi tape
-Scissors or X-ACTO knife

TIPS FOR APPLICATION:
- So you have a clean edge to align the deco tape, cut the shade
as evenly as possible
- If you're using deco tape with a directional pattern like we did,
be sure to begin at the top of the shade and roll down on both
sides so the pattern goes in the right direction
- If you make a mistake simply peel the tape back and reposition

EPAT
Fold over bottom edge to create a finished edge and
install shade as directed on packaging

GNIYLPPA

To create a design or repeat the pattern
on the opposite edge; carefully align and
roll tape along edge of shade

OCED

After flattening shade, apply tape to top
edge and fold over to create a finished
edge

CRAFTING & RECYCLING
There are endless ways to repurpose and reuse your Original
Shades by Redi Shade! These are just a few of our ideas.We'd love
to see what you come up with!
Tweet us a picture @redishade to be featured on our social media.
- Party/holiday décor
- Decorative banners
- Fans for parties, graduations, etc.
- Door wreaths
- Holiday garland
- Folding keepsake books
- Packing paper
- Fire starter
- Room dividers
- Light filters
- Drop cloth for crafting/painting
- Coloring pages for children

